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When we first came across Lora Mathis’s work something green took root in us. Their 
poetry and visual art brought mainstream attention to what they call “radical softness”: 
prioritizing open and honest communication with yourself and others; addressing your 
messy to begin the hard work of healing; dismantling ignorance and stigma around 
mental health, wellness, femininity, and the body; appreciating all types of love, not 
solely romantic; speaking self and truth into existence; dis- and re-identifying with past, 
present, and future selves; confronting traumas; unlearning destructive behaviors, with-
drawing from repression, and relearning how to interpret, channel, and interact with 
our emotions. A beautiful concept for a difficult time. Universal in its scope.

But as the phrase gained prominence among creatives and social media, we quickly real-
ized this was not true. The majority of radical softness practitioners were white, femme, 
and cis women whose rhetoric consistently correlated soft with woman, and whose 
recurring use of pastel colors insinuated that softness was A) an inherently female and 
thereby feminine method of resistance, and B) homogenous. 

This could not be further from the truth.

There is nothing ubiquitous about softness. We do not all bleed lavender and pink. 
Every body is not given the same benefit of the doubt, expressive opportunities, spaces 
to break down and rebuild. Soft is not always beautiful; in fact, it usually isn’t. The 
beauty of softness is in its ugly. Softness is not shame free. Softness is not just white. 
Softness can be masculine. Softness looks like wet green moss, new fir bark, freshly 
turned compost, the small pops of surfacing earthworms, black rain, bone deserts, old 
scars, new wounds. It occupies innumerable textures, temperatures, and bodies. It is 
vulnerable and impenetrable simultaneously, and is not always forgiving.

Acceptance of vulnerability and softness as beautifully, universally irregular is the life-
blood of this semester’s issue of the GUM. We hope the art, writing, poetry, interviews, 
and photos move you as they did us. We hope the last page leaves you on a sensitive 
note.

Stay sticky,

Elliott Maya ‘18, Takshil Sachdev ‘19, Anna Tuchin ‘19, Steven Duong ‘19, Fintan Rowan 
Mason ‘17
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i wanted to hear the ragged 
miyazaki engine hum
through a ruxsted-out windpipe, 
but we drove up here in a lexus 
with working windows and an intact radio. 
instead, we listened 

to a cascade of chariots wax 
symphonic down the 101 south. from 
the passenger seat, you watched the coast, 
which, spotting the usual fare of romantics 
and born-again 
alchemists, whistled

after us, swallowing the 
eggshells in our wake the way dawn 
swallows 
the stars. i tried to tell it that we were 
neither, 
that we were cicada husks 
and snowtop soil and ceaseless casio blips
but i didn’t want to lie

to something so big so i just scrawled it 
down
on my hand. but you know, i relish the
landmine memories we’ve planted. i love 
their clear skies 
their suffocating traffic 
and that sound they make
 
when their tripwires snag a 
pedestrian thought, causing their contents
to go tumblingbloomingbursting out
onto the bruised 
floor of our apartment 
like guts dripping from an overripe piñata.

whenever the casio you bought me
goes off during class, i 
stifle it, but not before smiling
to myself and unraveling like the
stretch of ocean we peeled 
open with four hands on the steering 
wheel.
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“Being a black woman in particular, there’s always a percep-
tion that we’re harder than others. Sometimes I try not to be 
as publicly soft for fear of inviting the Mammy stereotype. As a 
plus size black woman it’s a lot easier for people to imagine you 
in that role because of the popular imagery of the Mammy’s 
physicality. Everytime someone uses motherly or aunt intona-
tions when referring to me it always freaks me out. Softness 
and strictness: I want to be somewhere in the middle  . . .”
- Ajuna Kyaruzi ‘17

softtalk
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“It’s really interesting that as we’re moving into adult-
ing that my bear is in my fucking trunk, because like 
you never know when I’m going to need to ride around 
with my bear. That’s mad funny, mad wierd, mad true. 
I just consistently crave hugs and when I can’t find 
someone that I love to give me a hug, I just pop out my 
bear”
- Channel Turbides ‘17

softtalk



A Letter to My Unborn 
Son

“I understood it all - the cable wires, the extension cords, the ritual switch. Black par-
ents love their children with a kind of obsession. You’re all we have, and you come to us 
endangered. … That is a philosophy of the disembodied, of a people who control noth-
ing, who can protect nothing, who are made to fear.” — Ta-Nehisi Coates, “Between the 
World and Me”, 82

Dear Son:

I’ve been dreaming of you lately. Last summer, those three months on the tail end of my 
own personal whirlwind, you were all I dreamt of. I thought you were gone forever. But 
you’ve come back. I cannot tell if this makes me happy or sad.

I see you in my dreams so clearly: your tiny finger curled into a fist around my pinkie 
finger. The indescribable scent of your curly brown hair, yet to kink, that smell only the 
young give off. How shy your amber eyes glow as you quietly hand me your most recent 
drawing. The giggles of delight that bubble up your throat when I toss you, catch you, 
spin you around, lean my forehead forward to bump gently against yours, one of your 
first lessons in intimacy, how to send love with a touch. “Simbi.” A name that flowers. A 
name that draws the softness out unbidden. This softness scares me. But the softness of 
your small body frightens me more.

Last night’s dream opened like any other: we are sitting on the family room floor and 
drawing pictures in front of the television. MSNBC whispers in the background: “ … 
Tayvonn Marks … fifteen years old … black hoodie … unarmed … a riot.” There’s a lump 
growing in my throat as my eyes and attention flicker: you, the screen, you, black boy, 
you, dead. A sound begins behind my eardrums: first a hiss, then a hum, as prickly as 

by elliott maya
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static. At some point the division disap-
pears and there is only you, looking up at 
me with brown eyes big enough for history 
to stare itself in the face, it is history chan-
neling your brown body that I am terrified 
of, and it is history that sneaks from your 
eyes into your mouth into the air and into 
me when you look up from your clumsy 
fistful of crayons, startle, and ask me, with 
the whole world in your throat: “Mzazi, 
why are you crying?”

The roar behind my eardrums dissipates 
as if it were never there. I hadn’t realized 
I was crying. In real life I hate crying in 
front of others because it is embarrassing, 
and embarrassment for me is so closely 
linked with shame — but last night my 
dreamself didn’t run and hide or fiercely 
scrubbed away the tears. Last night I 
reached out and took your hands. I let you 
feel them shaking. I let you watch the tears 
fall and my cheeks swell and the words 
fail. I let all that history out into the air 
inside our living room and did not try to 
kill it. I let it live. The shadow of the news 
fell across your ears, and as you turned to 
fully face the screen, I knew that the wid-
ening of your eyes directly paralleled the 
widening of your world view. While I never 
tried to hide the world from you, I had 
also never been fully honest. I was selfish. 
I wanted to keep you safe. I wanted you 
to have the childhood I never had — one 
of lightness and ice lollies, summer days 
spent riding red bicycles, rolled up jeans 
and river beds and the privilege of one 
who has never had to think about mak-
ing their words sound like the white kids, 
who wouldn’t know what the word nigger 
meant before you’re able to spell it, who 

walked to school to rhythm of a mother’s 
well-intended adages: You have to be 
twice as good as them and you’ll still get 
half the credit. Enough is never enough. 
Make them see something besides God’s 
leftovers. Refuse complacency. Make 
yourself small and hard. Smaller, harder. 
Keep your head down. Move faster go 
faster run faster faster faster.

I am sorry I am not strong enough to save 
you I am
sorry I ever thought to try.
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The Taxidermy Of Sacagawea

Some words disappear into history like the buffalo: her name for home, her name

her chatter weaving through the grasses and the hides
the way my friend screamed when i scraped my knee in her driveway

If only she’d kept a diary; not this one on display
made in her wake, nor the one made by the two men she led
she’ll remain undocumented, remains unoccupied story unknowable
only the consequences of her choices disrupt these days

So we make replications of memories of history
from history of memory

this bound brown pebbled leather
felt the same on both our fingertips: warm, tough

photographs of valley slopes and river beds and two girls playing and a stranger
paper thinner than the waves made when we speak
what’s heavier: a car or a buffalo?

by nicole rosengurt
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“Part of softness 
for me is acknowledging that if I am open and vulnerable, I will be 
vulnerable to both good and bad things. But without experiencing 
things that might hurt me, I also might not feel the good things.” 
- Anne Rogers ‘19

“Someone once told me that 
you have to bring yourself 
into acting, but you can’t show 
every side of you. You have to 
save something for yourself. 
If you don’t save something 
for yourself and you leave it 
all on stage, there is nothing 
for you to get back into . . . 
With intimacy and softness 
and acting, you have to show 
true emotions . . . but you 
can’t give your all to a part. I 
always reserve something to 
myself that I don’t give away 
on stage.” 
- Nolan Boggess ‘19

softtalk
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softtalk

“I was assigned female at birth, so I’m constantly creating a separa-
tion between myself and what I’m “supposed” to be, and I definitely 
feel softest when I feel masculine and not interacting with the femi-
nine ideal. When I think of soft I think of rocks. I saw this post on the 
Internet once that said ‘What if rocks are actually soft but when we go 
to touch them they tense up?’ I identify with that. The softest thought 
I’ve ever had has been in the moments I’ve looked at myself for what I 
am, because I’m allow-
ing myself to exist how 
I am instead of try-
ing to change myself. 
Exist how you need to. 
Everything goes on 
from that.” 
- Ty (Alaysha) Pratt 
‘20



boomerang kid

The best thing my dad ever did for me was 
fuck off to Iceland.

With him an ocean away, it’s easier to 
think about moving back to Las Vegas after 
graduation. I reluctantly called the place 
“home” for eight years before moving into 
an off-campus house with my partner and 
(supposedly) cutting all ties with Vegas, 
City of the Slot Machines As Soon As You 
Step Off The Plane. 

Vegas and I 
don’t really 
agree with 
each other – I 
think it’s an 
abomination 
unto God that 
there’s so 
many private 
pools and 
green, green golf courses in the middle 
of the Mojave Desert; Vegas thinks that I 
need to loosen up, chill a little, maybe have 
a drink and a recently-legalized joint. 

And now I’m headed back. It didn’t take 
long.

Moving back to Vegas still feels a little like 
crashing and burning, but at least with 
my dad out of the picture I’ll actually be 

able to spend time around family with-
out worrying about when he’s going to go 
off and take his frustrations out on me. I 
think I might finally be big enough and old 
enough that he would think twice before 
hitting me, but who can be sure? Besides, 
he doesn’t need to hit me to hurt me. He’s 
proven that plenty of times.

… Vegas might be right about me needing 
to chill.

The thing is, I got very 
dramatically reminded 
of my limits over 
spring break. The sec-
ond Tuesday of break I 
wound up in the emer-
gency room of Grinnell 
Regional Medical, and 
in the small, horrible 
hours of Wednesday 

morning, I was transferred via ambu-
lance to an inpatient psychiatric facility 
in Atlantic, Iowa, where I resided until 
getting picked up by a college driver on 
Monday afternoon. I spent the next week 
trying to catch up on all the stuff I was 
supposed to have been doing over break 
(there’s no internet in inpatient) while also 
dealing with a new med that very much 
wanted me to sleep for fourteen to six-
teen hours a day. It’s hard, after that, to 

by merlin mathews

“Vegas thinks that I 
need to loosen up, chill 

a little, maybe have a 
drink and a recently-le-

galized joint.”
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think of what I’m doing as anything other 
than crashing and burning, when part of 
the reason I’m moving back to Vegas is 
because I don’t trust myself to do well in a 
new city without anyone to contact in an 
inevitable emergency.

It’s hard not to wonder if I would still be as 
dramatically ill if I hadn’t grown up with 
an abusive dad.

There are some good things about moving 
to Vegas. I like my mom. I like spending 
time with her. I like my mom’s cats, and I 
like spending time with them. My broth-
er’s okay, I guess. The mountains are 
beautiful – I’m not sure, even after four 
years at Grinnell, that I ever got used to a 
flat horizon. My partner and I can walk our 
dog out at Red Rock Canyon and he can 
smell the places where lizards and moun-
tain goats and burros have tread.
I can learn to live there without the fear of 
my dad crawling down the back of my neck 
like so many ants.

So I’m going back to Vegas, just in time for 
the ambient temperature to hit 120℉ and 
for the summer rush of tourists to clog up 
the highways. I don’t think I’m ever going 
to like the city, but it has its charms. Like 
bark scorpions, light pollution, and cholla. 
But also multiple movie theaters and my 
old art teacher and apartments with cen-
tral heating and cooling.

Maybe I’m crashing and burning, a little. 

But still, at the risk of being saccharine, I 
think I’m going to do okay.
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“I’m from Korea and also from Chicago and I think softness 
for me has been being okay with who I am, rather than who I 
want to be seen as. When I first started wearing Hanbok, I sort 
of expected people to react in certain ways and say ‘wow what 
are you wearing,’ ‘that’s really cool,’ ‘where is that from,’ and 
my goal was to challenge those people and tell them that I was 
wearing the Hanbok not because it’s a costume but because 
it’s my everyday outfit. And then I realized, I was wearing the 
Hanbok, because I wanted to show it off. But by that mindset, 
I think I converted it into a costume. And so I decided to wear 
it with whatever I want, pairing it with a skirt and with sneak-
ers and to me that was was my softness, because I wanted to be 
perfect and wear the perfect Hanbok with the perfect bottoms 
but then I said, ‘no I want to portray me’ because I don’t repre-
sent Korea and I don’t represent the US either.” 
- SoYeong Jeong ‘18

softtalk
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“Well I told you I played piano and I guess there’s a feeling 
of vulnerability in playing. I can’t play in front of people. 
I can play really well by myself but my hands get really 
shaky when I have to perform. When I have to play for my 
teachers, or anyone really, I kind of restrain the emotion 
I’m putting 
into the piece 
more than I 
do when I am 
alone.” 
- Alec Wood 
‘19

softtalk

“My mom used to tell me: 
‘You can’t let other people 
control your emotions. 
They’ll use your weak-
nesses to their advantage.’ 
So I wait it out so peo-
ple don’t think I’m weak. 
But sometimes you can’t 
help it. You get caught off 
guard with bad news — 
someone’s died, someone’s 
struggling — and suddenly 
you’re breaking down in 
public. I don’t know how 

to put it into words. When I was in boarding school my mental health 
was a lot worse. There would be times I’d sit in bed all day and not do 
anything, and my friends would come in and force me to eat, get out of 
bed, leave my room, very aggressively. It helped. That push. It felt rough 
but that was their version of a soft, soft act.” 
- Nai’ya Willis-Hogan ‘20
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We Cannot Be Fed Lies, or 
Alternatively: California

The soup from the sky
 filled the boats, the streets, the homes.

The people, at first, were first
 to rejoice. Cracked hands flexed

bowls—soupsoupsoupsoupsoup—supping,
 upping up every drop. Mouths, open in little ozones,

gulped down the soupdrops; people bought the soupdrops;
 eyes ears callouses made ridges

for the soupdrops as they plopped, hot,
 (yet touchable, at first, so

small, so laodicean, stirred bouillon from the ocean)
 to the cobblestone bones

matting the dry dry ground. Blue
 grains of distilled maelstrom turning brown.

Then green, gray, then slaughterhoused, then
 angry on the streets, choking the drainpipes.

Sucking the currents of vibrancy stolen
 from the soups of other lands. The soupdrops,

now a swirling-steady hive of bonescarspeoplebuildings
 without a bowl,

continued sucking, at last,
 up the cache, the dreams,

by andrea baumgartel
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the heads of the people: none innocent,
 none not, all ending.

Sounds of toxicity churned like the washing
 of the dying.

The President of the souped-up globulation
 stood and looked about his nation.

He tipped over his bowler hat
 for more soup.



When speaking of rituals, David Bowie 
once mentioned his essential “awe of the 
universe.” Rituals are not beautiful for 
what they represent, but for what they do 
for their practitioners: for their aesthetic 
appeal: for their sheer power to define in 
a vacuous world of competing identities: 
for their ability to peek out from our dis-
tracted lives and wave, reminding us that 
we live in a miraculous world.

Rituals and structures create an ease-
ment, or catharsis, for many who chose 
to create or follow them. They find a 
calm and productivity in rigidity, like 
the generative constraints of creative 
writing. For instance, given our current 
political climate on and off campus, 
tensions constantly soar from brains to 
hearts to bodies. Tension, bodily and 
otherwise, defines the Grinnell College 
campus community in its competitive 
academic culture, its cult of stress, and its 

social-justice pissing contests. Grinnell 
has fallen ill and continues to poison 
itself.

One group, however, finds hope in clouds 
of steam: in rituals dedicated to purity 
through the forceful expulsion of physical 
and spiritual toxins. Sunday mornings 
begin with a clear chill, and the first steam 
of the day flows from between the lips of 
bathers traversing a February campus. 
These “bathers” seek a hot, weekly cleanse 
in the otherwise chilly underbelly of the 
Bear Athletic Center. Trials and tribu-
lations of body and spirit well up in the 
academic week, spilling over into our lives 
and personalities to bring toxicity to our 
relationships with others and with our-
selves. To cleanse the spirit, you must first 
cleanse the body.

Bathers continue in the noble footsteps of 
Greek, Roman, Slavic, and Scandinavian 

Steam Away Your Toxins; 
Steam Away Your Woe
by sam burt
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traditions of communal bathing. With a 
shared bath comes a tight-knit commu-
nity. The bathhouse is a place to share 
woes, to comfort the pains of your broth-
ers and sisters in steam, to make light 
of your ill fortune, and to rejoice in the 
majesty of a purified body. Bathers note 
their increased confidence and appetites 
for life after a hearty steam. “Strong as an 
ox,” chants one bather, shaving his legs 
in the indispensable post-steam shower. 
After washing the accumulated toxins 
from their fresh skin, bathers dry them-
selves and sit down for a final ritual; Dr. 
Teal’s Lavender Body Oil runs like water 
in the locker room. Its relaxing scent, its 
moisturizing, muscle-relaxing slickness, 
and its quick-absorbing formula form a 
strong layer on the pure bodies of bathers 
to fortify against the imminent onslaught 
of toxins in their return to the material 
world.

This weekly ritual brings peace and har-
mony to but a small group of dedicated 
steamers, though their message rings true 
for all who desire a respite from chaotic 
and stressful thoughts, lives, and inter-
personal interactions. When you enter the 
steam, you leave behind those ever-pres-
ent distractions from the beauty of life. 
You leave behind your academic worries 
and social stressors. You leave behind 
those physical toxins which poison your 
body and life and begin to live in a new, 
non-toxic one.

Bathers maintain their power of steam 
and their purity of heart in many ways, 
from consuming large amounts of her-
ring and onion (two of the least toxic 

foods known to man) to sweating out any 
freshly accumulated toxins through early 
morning workouts. “I feel toxic tonight,” 
you may hear on a Tuesday evening in 
Burling. “Tonight we steam,” answers a 
fellow bather. And steam they must, for 
toxins beget naught but strife.

Structure your life with that which makes 
you feel as the bathers feel in the crisp, 
bright walk South towards home, with 
gentle winds drying their damp hair and 
caressing their clean, smiling faces. Build 
a life for yourself with your rituals at the 
center so that you never forget the beauty 
of the life you’ve forgotten. Create hab-
its which pull the toxins from your tense 
body and refresh your awe of the universe. 
Move around, talk to friends, and relax 
your shoulders. Live as the steamer lives. 
Live without toxins; live with gusto and 
heart.
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“Softness is the antithesis of us as the neoliberal subject. I think 
it was Margaret Thatcher who said ‘at the end of the day, there 
are only men, women and their families,’ as if we’re all in our 
own liberal bubbles, not even interacting with each other and I 
think softness is like this radical vulnerability that defies that 
weirdly mandated division and connects us to each other. I’m 
very high.” 
- Cait Mohr ‘19

softtalk
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softtalk

“Softness is not a complete rejection of masculinity. I 
think it’s a rejection of manhood, the idea that we’ve 
constructed about what it means to be a man. I don’t 
really define myself as a man anymore, I’ve taken 
enough sociology to know its not really productive. I 
don’t desire to be on the top of some hierarchy and to 
hold onto this privileged identity, I think it’s sort of 
silly. I try to deconstruct that by telling people I pre-
fer they/them pronouns as a way to escape that realm 
of what it means to be a man. And also by being really 
goofy, by smiling a lot. I think that a lot of guys that 
I know put on this more serious face often but I just 
like to walk around, and crack jokes and be goofy and 
that’s part of deconstructing masculinity for me.” 
- Fintan Rowan Mason ‘17
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Thinking About You, 
Walking.

When I left my house that Monday night, my mother asked where I was going but I shut 
the door and the brass lock clinked into place without an answer. I didn’t know I would 
walk to you. I took the roundabout way, three miles of dirty Brooklyn blocks spent 
looking down at my scuffed leather shoes, stepping over the old gum on the sidewalks 
withered into black blobs. The streetlights made yellow spots on the murky Gowanus, 
and I crossed over to the other (your) side of the slope. Few people were outside, and 
I could hear the rustle of fallen tree leaves and the whirring hum of speeding cars on 
Third Avenue. I rounded the corner past the looming Armory and shoved my hands 
deeper into my pockets, feeling the dollar and twenty-seven cents sifting through my 
fingers in a clattering of pennies and dimes. The deli near your house had blinking neon 
lights, red-lined cigarettes and bitter soda and I stopped in to buy a pack of mint gum. I 
popped one out and started crushing it between my teeth, dropping the wrapper down 
a storm-drain. As I walked by Seventeenth (your) Street I imagined you eating steak 
and potatoes like your mom made for me when I came over for dinner for the first time 
a few weeks ago, because it didn’t seem right to eat greasy pizza after spending hours in 
the abandoned paths of Prospect Park, leaping over puddles and knocking on the doors 
of abandoned potting-sheds. I decided to wait for you on the bridge you call romantic, 

by tulah fuchs
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peering through the metal diamonds into 
the distance, fixing my eyes on the plastic 
bags blowing across the highway until your 
hair caught the streetlight and (inhale) 
I turned to face you and you stopped a 
foot short of me. Are you okay. I pushed 
the gum to the other side of my mouth. 
Yeah. Are you okay. Let’s walk. We started 
unraveling the route I took to get there, 
passing the wannabe French café we once 
drank burnt coffee in on a Sunday after-
noon prolonging our homework, and the 
rolling hill of Third Street we once stum-
bled up after I drank too much and you 
took hold of my shoulder. I took you to 
my version of romantic and we gazed at a 
naked Aphrodite on the water. Your own 
twinkling eyes blinded mine as I tried to 
read your face like a map. The streetlights 
played games in your hair and your Roman 
nose was in profile and your brows fur-
rowed a bit in the center and I could see 
the blond wisps of hair on your chin that 
escaped your morning razor. When you 
turned to face me I whipped my head back 
around at the fountain and blinked away 
my secret. The gum remained dormant in 
my mouth, sitting on my tongue, and your 
own head motioned for us to walk and I 
felt your eyes leave my face once more. 
My shoes, still muddy from the dirt in the 
park, clicked on the cobblestone and I 
tried to stare at them instead of you. Are 
you okay. Your coat was halfway buttoned, 
thrown quickly over your white T-shirt 
after you got my message. Maybe because 
we didn’t have school the next day any-
way. Maybe because you are the you that 
I know. When we hugged in front of my 
stoop you were shivering and I felt you 
inhale and pull me a tiny bit closer before 

you unwrapped your arms from my shoul-
ders and gave me a nod before turning to 
walk down my block back to your own. 
The mint taste had gone from my gum and 
I spat it out onto the pavement, leaving 
another black blob for me to step over the 
next time I walk. Maybe then I’ll reach 
you.
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Quotes That (Almost) Didn’t 
Make It In

“Driving around, listening to the Death Grips and eating fast food is what I think of as 
soft when I think of home.”

“Do you wanna know about the time I catfished a 40 year old woman on 
lesbianchat.com when I was 13?”

“               ”

“I only have one pair of pants right now, because I ripped my other pair. I’m a little lim-
ited in the lower department. Don’t put that in the print issue.”
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